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The family business is a 
multi-generational adventure that 
is an irresistible force. It is very 
complicated on many levels and
filled with traps for the unwary 
(and the wary).
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Conflicts of interest are everywhere; 
some are obvious; some are hidden. 
Some will appear, naturally, at a later 
time; and some will be created 
subconsciously, or consciously.
• Family members
• Multidisciplinary advisors
• Who is the client?
• Control issues



Family owned business do not want to 
sell out

• The 30% second generation myth
• The 13% third generation myth
• John Ward’s 1980s Midwest tool die 

survey
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Preserving the legacy

• Ultimate act of gratitude to 
ancestors

• Ultimate gift to descendants
• How to be fair/equal to kids
• The spouse and IRS are in 

the way
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Process organizes 
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Longevity is Creating Chaos
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• Life expectancy has increased by 10 years in the last 50 years

• Rich people are able to be much healthier than other folks

• Rich widows live forever

• The second (or third) marriage time bomb

• Senior generation is slipping into darkness with power, money and control 
still in grasp
• Disappointed children age 50+/-

• Furious daughters-in-law

• Exasperated sons-in-law

• Deprived grandchildren
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Psychology in an emotion-filled landscape may be hidden in favor of concrete 
issues involving business, finance, tax, accounting, law, and risk management

• Maximum profit may not be priority

• Conflicting loyalties in family

• Mental health issues

• Blended families

• Dysfunction
• Addiction
• Dementia
• Alzheimer's
• Depression
• Denial

• Narcissism
• Ego
• Obsessive 

Compulsive
• Negativism
• Co-dependency

• Triangulation
• Bias
• Primogeniture
• Prejudice
• Morality
• Loyalty
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The Assessment Process
• The initial assessment process is more important now than ever before with income 

and estate taxes not being the hot button for action in the family business arena
• Both spouses essential
• Preferably the senior generation first

• Control and legacy issues more than next generation
• Avoid early fatal conflict in family (whose side are you on?)

• No pre-meeting prep with financial advisor who is dying to tell you all about the 
family and the business

• Stack up the financials, tax returns, wills, trusts, and buy-sell on the table – and 
ignore them

• Family questions, family tree, genogram
• Listen, with eye contact; subtly take pages of notes (laid out nicely)
• Be alert for issues, concerns, and inherent circumstances that may be a hot button
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Liquidity Options

• Sell a division: isolate an aspect of business operations that can stand on its own

• Shrink the company: get rid of marginal business operations or hard-to-please 
customers

• Split the company into two or more pieces: great way to diversify financial risk

• Create a passive investment interest
• License intellectual property

• Long-term real estate leases 

• Recapitalize the company

• Subordinated debt

• Preferred interests



Liquidity Options
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• Private equity investors (a lot of them 
calling family owned businesses, and 
their advisors, with big promises, but it 
is a clash of cultures that rarely works 
without a sale of the family owned 
business)

• Employee stock ownership plans are 
very attractive option when facts are 
right
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Liquidity Options: Debt-funded Reorganization 
Example
• Family business worth $30 million with low debt 

(senior generation hates debt)
• Family business borrows $10 million 

(usually “the” bank, but may be a new, progressive bank)
• Family business distributes $10 million to senior generation 

(combination of income-tax free distribution, dividend, or stock redemption)
• Senior generation pledges new $10 million investment portfolio as secondary 

collateral
• Senior generation takes the cash, deferred compensation, and retirement, and sells 

or gets company to next generation
• Paying off the $10 million debt will keep next generation busy and focused 

(And no Ferraris – yet!)
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Liquidity Options: Life Insurance
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• Instead of competing with other 
liquidity options, blend life insurance 
into the plan

• Take focus off death and estate taxes

• Fix the hot issues now sooner than 
later

• Let liquidity option fund life insurance 
components

• Take focus off term life insurance and 
second to die life insurance

• Align yourself with other advisors
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Liquidity Options: Life Insurance

• Life insurance has always been the preferred option to avoid sale of the company 
to pay estate taxes or meet other liquidity needs – at death – or – at death of
both spouses

• Whole life cash rich policies on family owned businesses are still excellent way to 
meet liquidity needs at the right time
• Cost inconsequential compared to the value of the cash value accumulation (hidden from 

sight) and income-tax free status of policy earnings

• Gets the spouse out of the natural family conflict with financial security and avoiding those 
stupid marital trusts that tax lawyers invented as poor solutions to critical problems

• Second (or third) spouses

• Assets for non-family business children



IRC 6166 – FAMILY BUSINESS 35%+, 15-YEAR INSTALLMENTS

IRC 6161 – HARDSHIP DEFERRAL

MARITAL DEDUCTION

40% RATE VERSUS 30% INCOME TAX RATE

$11,580,000 EXEMPTION (2020) MAY BE $13,000,000+/- (2025)

$5,500,000 +/- IN 2026

$3,500,000 (2021) – DEMOCRATIC PROPOSAL I

$3,500,000 GRADUATED EXEMPTION TO 70% (2021) –

DEMOCRATIC PROPOSAL II

WEALTH TAX – DEMOCRATIC PARTY PROPOSAL III

PORTABILITY FOOTBALL

TAX PLANNING TECHNIQUES STILL AROUND 

(GRATS, DISCOUNTS, IDGTS, VALUATIONS)

Estate 
Tax 
Crystal 
Ball
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Estate Tax Crystal Ball
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1 This rate goes up as interest rates go down and goes up more when private equity players are choking on too much cash

$2,000,000 EBITDA x 51    = $10,000,000

5 Years
15% Annual Growth

4,000,000 EBITDA x 6 = $24,000,000

30% Tax Cut x 6 (1.3) = $32,000,000

Family-Business Owner

• Drives same car
• Lives in same house
• Does not ‘feel;’ wealthier
• Hiding from you, me, 

spouse, kids and 
the IRS
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Family-Owned Businesses Need You – Right Now!
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The following is a list of 24 general guidelines that go beyond the traditional technical rules 
and techniques. These axioms and generalizations are not true in every case, of course. 
On the other hand, attention to the items on this list will help extend the communication 
process beyond tight parameters that prohibit a full and frank discussion and analysis of 
the real issues.

• The wife is the most important person in the room (in the usual family business case)

• All issues boil down to power, money and control

• Mom is determined to treat each child exactly equally

• Business successorship planning cannot be discussed until parents’ financial security
is successfully resolved
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Family-Owned Businesses Need You – Right Now!
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• Too much focus and attention is placed on “Mr. Big”
• Discussion is difficult because many issues overlap and are interdependent
• Saving estate taxes is not the most important issue
• Rich people live forever—the longevity issue
• Negative thoughts lead to shutdown in the planning process
• Successorship is a process, not an event
• Don’t ever take sides in an intra-family dispute
• Be aware of natural strain in the relationship between the older and younger 

generation members
• Ignore the children at your peril
• It is a mistake to overlook the anxieties of key employees about successorship



Family-Owned Businesses Need You – Right Now!
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• Older family members have a natural aversion to debt

• Maybe it is better to sell the business

• Business-owning families have strong feelings for legacy and tradition

• The differences between family members in the business versus those who 
are not are extremely important

• We still suffer from the practice of primogeniture in this country

• Parents are very worried about losing assets to someone who is, or who will 
be, married to one of the children

• Wealthy parents do not want children to receive substantial assets at young
ages by gift or inheritance



Family-Owned Businesses Need You – Right Now!
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• Parents make a mistake not sharing financial information about family 
resources with their children at appropriate ages

• Advisors miss good opportunities to help wealthy clients learn the joys of 
charitable giving

• Many family businesses will be sold for a lot of money some day; and the 
recipients are often inexperienced when it comes to financial and 
investment planning
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Rich Widows Live Forever

• Keep the family album filled and up to date; and be inclusive regardless of 
stature, wealth or success — this is an important part of your legacy for the 
ages

• Do not allow an overabundance of family traditions and customary 
gatherings to stifle the ability for children to develop a healthy degree of 
independence with their own families

• If your children attend elite private schools, make opportunities for them to 
interact in the real world that includes non-rich people and  persons  of 
different ethnic and cultural backgrounds

Observe how your children treat the maid, the lawn boy, the delivery man, the plumber, 

the repairman, the schoolteacher, the secretary, the waitress, the store clerk, and the salesman.

© Joe Goodman (2004) Legacy Publications; Nashville, TN
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Rich Widows Live Forever

• Ignore your in-laws at your peril

• Is the family business still the golden goose, or has it become a golden calf? 

• Children learn stewardship from observing the actions of their parents and 
other family members

• If you intend to benefit charities in your Will, find a way to do it more while 
you are alive and can derive joy and satisfaction from your gifts

• Philanthropy is the glue that binds generations of the family together

You are rich when you would rather give to charity than buy another expensive toy.

© Joe Goodman (2004) Legacy Publications; Nashville, TN
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Rich Widows Live Forever

• A family charitable lead trust lends the aura of wealth without bragging, 
the appearance of generous stewardship without facts and figures, and the 
actuality of tax savings and healthy training for children

• Rich daughters always marry the wrong guy

• A postnuptial agreement between spouses can protect substantial assets for 
the children, regardless of future actions by the surviving spouse (if valid in 
your state)

• Rich parents are reluctant to give wealth to their children for fear much will 
be lost 
in a divorce

Rich kids need to sign their own income tax returns before age 25.

© Joe Goodman (2004) Legacy Publications; Nashville, TN
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Rich Widows Live Forever

• Wealthy parents can easily sabotage a child’s marriage with a carrot and a stick —
don’t do it

• Consider trust funds for children who very much prefer to pursue a non-lucrative career (e.g., 
teaching, church work, not-for-profit employment) — do so early enough to influence career 
decisions in his/her life

• Don’t despair if children make isolated financial mistakes — you did

• Teaching children does not include controlling their lives and protecting them from the 
consequences of their bad decisions

• A father must anoint his son as his final act of greatness

Be thoughtful when the kids ask “are we rich?”

© Joe Goodman (2004) Legacy Publications; Nashville, TN
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Rich Widows Live Forever

• Increased longevity is a financial disaster for children of well-to-do parents

• Rich widow to friend: “I’d like to pull him out of the grave and shoot him 

• Why is it that a 14-year old child cannot drive a car, get married, or control 
substantial assets, but his or her 90-year old grandparent can?

• There are steps to take in order to protect assets from creditors that are 
legal, ethical, prudent and responsible — without moving yourself and your 
investment portfolio to Outer Mongolia

Accept the responsibility to learn about finance, investments, successorship, legacy, stewardship

and raising wealthy children — do not try it alone in a vacuum.

© Joe Goodman (2004) Legacy Publications; Nashville, TN
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Rich Widows Live Forever

• Quick — conduct an emergency fire drill; does all heck break loose if you 
suddenly died or became incapacitated today?

• Are you sure you have the right property and casualty insurance on the right 
assets, in the right amounts, and for the right risks? Get competent and 
objective advice before a major loss or claim arises
• Ditto for comprehensive liability insurance

Don’t use a dart board, or a casual recommendation, to select your trusted advisors 

— do a lot of homework on your own

© Joe Goodman (2004) Legacy Publications; Nashville, TN
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Rich Widows Live Forever

• When interviewing professional advisors, look for family pictures in his or 
her office, rather than college degrees and awards

• Can your lawyer use the love word in a sentence without a silly grin?

• Does your lawyer recognize, appreciate and prioritize the human side of 
estate planning?

• Before you name your brother as trustee, remember he will be an 85-year 
old alcoholic with dementia on his third marriage someday

Before you name your brother as trustee, remember he is busy with his own life and family needs.

Before you name your brother as trustee, remember he has always been jealous of your success.

© Joe Goodman (2004) Legacy Publications; Nashville, TN
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Rich Widows Live Forever

• Financial planning for the family is going nowhere until absolute financial 
security is assured for Mom

• Many rich fathers deny family system emotional issues needing 
psychological process — every issue can be dealt with in terms of power, 
money or control

• If being rich is good, why do rich parents keep it a secret from the kids —
really? 

• It is better to accept the fact that issues are interrelated in a circle than to 
struggle down a spiral staircase

A sudden change from non-wealth to wealth will be disruptive in some family relationships 

— be prepared, be sensitive, and be patient.

\© Joe Goodman (2004) Legacy Publications; Nashville, TN
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Rich Widows Live Forever

• “The bank did a terrible job with my mother’s trust” — remember, there are 
two sides to the story

• What is said in a conversation is not nearly as important as what is heard

• In stressful situations, conversation that needs to take place between two 
family members will be carried out through triangulation with a third person 
— watch out for, and avoid, triangles that can become spider webs in the 
family

• In a purchase and sale between family members, true fair market value is 
not nearly as important as the process of negotiation and reaching 
agreement

It is more impressive to own one-fourth of 10,000 acres of land with family members 

than to individually own 2,500 acres of similar land.

© Joe Goodman (2004) Legacy Publications; Nashville, TN


